Intense femtosecond laser excitation can produce transient states of matter that would otherwise be unaccessible to laboratory investigation. At high excitation densities, the interatomic forces that bind solids and determine many of their properties can be significantly altered. Here we present the detailed mapping of the carrier density-dependent interatomic potential of bismuth approaching a solid-solid phase transition. Our experiments combine stroboscopic techniques using a high brightness linear electron accelerator based X-ray source with pulse-by-pulse timing reconstruction for femtosecond resolution, allowing quantitative characterization of the interatomic potential energy surface of the highly excited solid.
The availability of bright sources of ultrafast hard x-rays, such as future free-electron lasers, opens up the possibility to follow atomic motion stroboscopically with the picometer spatial and femtosecond temporal resolution required to capture the fastest atomic vibrations and the making and breaking of chemical bonds (1) . However, the inability to precisely time the x-ray probe can lead to significant reduction in temporal resolution. Recently, the use of single-shot determination of the x-ray arrival time as a means of random sampling has been demonstrated to circumvent this problem (2) . Using this technique, we report on femtosecond laser pump x-rayprobe experiments that elucidate the role that carrier-induced bond-softening and anharmonicity play in the high-amplitude phonon dynamics of photoexcited bismuth.
The valence electrons and ionic cores (nucleus and core electrons) that comprise a crystalline solid, in general, can be considered as distinct components that couple through the electron-lattice interaction. In bismuth, as well as antimony and tellurium, the electron lattice interaction is strong and the lattice configuration is sensitive to the population distribution of electrons within the conduction bands. In these materials, femtosecond photoexcitation of charge carriers drives the symmetric zone center A 1g coherent optical phonon mode (3) (4) (5) . The vibrational excitation is generally believed to be displacive: the population redistribution of valence electrons alters the potential energy surface of the lattice and gives rise to a restoring force that drives coherent atomic motion. The dynamics of this mode are determined by the curvature and minima location of the altered potential energy surface (quasi-equilibrium coordinate). Knowledge of these parameters is required for predictive models of the non-equilibrium behavior. Similar electronically excited energy surfaces are relevant in understanding a range of important processes in nature, from photo-catalysis to non-equilibrium charge transport in nanojunctions.
Experimentally, the A 1g vibrational mode has been monitored indirectly by measuring timedependent optical reflectivity (3, (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) , and directly by time-resolved x-ray diffraction measurements (11) . However, with the latter technique, low x-ray flux prevented carrier dependent studies of the interatomic potential. Recent observations in bismuth and tellurium reveal that the vibrational frequency is not constant: it red-shifts from the equilibrium value under high intensity excitation, indicating a softened phonon mode (7, (9) (10) (11) (12) . Subsequent to the initial softening, the oscillation frequency blue-shifts back towards the equilibrium value as the oscillation amplitude and carrier density decay (9, 10) . The mechanism responsible for this time-dependent vibrational frequency shift, or chirp, has been controversial. Hase et al. concluded that the chirp was due to an amplitude-dependent frequency caused by anharmonicity of the interatomic potential (9). Fahy and Reis suggested an alternate explanation based on electronic softening of the potential and the subsequent dynamics of the photoexcited carriers (13) . Optical coherent control experiments in which the phonon amplitude was varied at fixed electronic excitation demonstrated that the observed phonon frequency is dominated by electronic effects and that anharmonicity in the interatomic potential plays a negligible role, a finding that was supported by ab-initio constrained density functional theory (DFT) calculations (10) . However, as optical reflectivity does not measure atomic positions, the location of the potential energy minimum and the amplitude of the phonon-driven atomic displacement could not be determined.
Here we use femtosecond x-ray diffraction to elucidate the dynamics of the high-amplitude phonons by direct measurement of the atomic positions within the unit cell. The knowledge of the time evolution of the atomic positions enables the determination of the quasi-equilibrium coordinate and curvature of the interatomic potential, and the comparison of these parameters to previous DFT calculations. The potential well shifts and softens with increasing carrier density, corresponding to a highly-excited solid in which a significant fraction of the total valence electrons are promoted to the conduction bands.
The room temperature structure of bismuth is rhombohedral A7 with two atoms per unit cell. The lattice geometry is a Peierls distortion of simple cubic, with alternating atoms spaced non-equidistantly along the body diagonal or trigonal axis (Fig. 2) . Thus, there exists a double well interatomic potential with normalized equilibrium coordinate at x = 0.5 ± δ (in units of the hexagonal unit cell length, c =1.18 nm). The A 1g mode consists of an oscillation of the two basis atoms along the trigonal direction, and thus x is also the phonon coordinate. δ is a measure of the Peierls distortion, i.e., the deviation of each potential energy minimum from the symmetric x = 0.5 point. The quasi-equilibrium coordinate and shape of the well constraining the atoms along the trigonal direction are sensitive to excitation of carriers from the valence band to the conduction band (10) .
A 50 nm thick bismuth film grown by molecular beam epitaxy with a (111) surface orientation (14) was excited at room temperature by near-infrared pulses (70 fs FWHM) propagating from a Ti:sapphire laser system in a direction co-linear with the x-rays. The x-ray pulses (10 6 photons at 9 keV , 0.24 mm 2 area, 100 fs duration) were generated from the Sub-Picosecond Pulse Source (SPPS) at the Stanford Linear Accelerator Center (SLAC). The (111) x-ray Bragg reflection was observed for absorbed excitation fluences between 0.3 and 3.0 mJ/cm 2 per pulse at a 10 Hz repetition rate (15) . We note that at 1.5 mJ/cm tually raise the temperature of the entire film to the melting point, although at least 4.1 mJ/cm 2 is required to provide the additional latent heat for thermal melting. It is in this high fluence regime that ultrafast excitation of carriers generates large amplitude coherent phonons with a significantly lowered frequency.
During the first few picoseconds after excitation, it appears that the absorbed energy is stored almost entirely in the electronic degrees of freedom and the mechanical vibration associated with the A 1g mode. In this time, the volume of the unit cell remains fixed and the lattice remains at room temperature. On the time scale of a ∼ 20 picoseconds, significant uniaxial strain is observed as a shift in the Bragg angle. Thus the observed changes in the diffraction efficiency at these early times (Fig 1. ) are due to structural changes within the unit cell of the crystal. The structure factor for the (hkl) Bragg reflection is a function of the phonon coordinate
where f Bi is the atomic scattering factor for bismuth. In the limit of a thin film and constant temperature, the x-ray diffraction efficiency for the (111) reflection is a direct measure of the atomic displacement along the trigonal direction
A large transient decrease in diffraction efficiency occurs upon the arrival of the excitation pulse (t = 0), and is followed by damped oscillations superimposed upon a recovery. In the high-symmetry, non-Peierls distorted state, x = 0.5 and the (111) reflection is forbidden by symmetry. Thus, the transient decrease is attributed to a sudden shift in the minima location of the potential energy surface (towards x = 0.5) in the excited electronic state, leading to atomic oscillations about the shifted equilibrium. Measurements of the (222) reflection, which increases in intensity for the higher-symmetry arrangement, confirm this attribution. A similar behavior was observed by Sokolowski-Titen et al. (11) . The quasi-equilibrium coordinate is then measured directly from the magnitude of the transient decrease seen in the (111) data (coordinate the oscillations are occurring about). The subsequent increase is ascribed to carrier relaxation through diffusion and recombination, which eventually restores the potential energy surface to its equilibrium shape at excitation levels below the damage threshold.
The oscillatory part of the diffraction signal, corresponding to the coherent optical phonon mode, was fit to a decaying sinusoid with fixed frequency and varying initial phase. Because the phonon frequency is chirped, the frequency obtained from the fit represents the average phonon frequency over the fitting interval (∼ 0.5 to 1.5 ps). The measured value, ranging from 2.84 to 2.31 THz, is red-shifted relative to that observed in CW Raman scattering experiments (2.93 THz) (8) . Similar softening has been measured in optical experiments (7, 9, 10) .
The inset of Fig. 1 displays the dependence of phonon frequency on the quasi-equilibrium coordinate (measured over the same time interval as the phonon frequency). Our results also represent average values over the sample depth for both frequency and quasi-equilibrium coordinate, as the x-ray penetration depth is much larger than the film thickness. In the absence of photoexcitation, the accepted values of the frequency and equilibrium location at room temperature are 2.93 THz and x = 0.46719 (10, (16) (17) (18) . Note that at a measured quasi-equilibrium coordinate of x = 0.4729 ± 0.0001, the well is shifted by 6.7 picometers and the interatomic forces Under the same assumption of a single electron hole pair produced per absorbed photon, we separately compare the measured quasi-equilibrium coordinate as a function of carrier density to the DFT predictions (Fig. 2) . The calculated double well potential with the quasi-equilibrium coordinate is indicated by the dotted line (for illustrative purposes we arbitrarily chose the x < 0.5 well). The curving of the dotted line towards x = 0.5 shows that increasing carrier density reduces the Peierls distortion. The shift in equilibrium coordinate was measured for carrier densities spanning 0.18% to 1.8% of the total valence electrons, averaged over the 50 nm film. A transient displacement of 11 picometers was observed for the highest carrier density and corresponds to 2.0% of the equilibrium interatomic separation along the trigonal axis. Note that this value is not the same as the change in nearest neighbor distance, which is approximately a factor of two smaller. Higher excitation levels led to irreversible damage to the material which was evident as an overall decrease in the diffraction efficiency for the unexcited crystal.
The calculations suggest that upon excitation of approximately 2.5% of the valence electrons, bismuth undergoes a structural phase transition to a higher symmetry state, whereas at approximately 2% excitation the barrier between the wells is lowered sufficiently for the atoms to move in both wells (19) . It is unclear, for an initial room temperature lattice, whether this level of excitation density can be achieved without subsequent thermal melting of the material (or what role formation of domains plays in the melting transition). We also note that at these excitation levels there is no evidence, either experimentally or in the DFT results, of a nonthermal melting transition such as that found in tetrahedrally bonded semiconductors (20) (21) (22) (23) (24) .
In addition to the quasi-equilibrium coordinate, we also extract the carrier density dependent curvature of the potential well from the measured frequency of the A 1g mode assuming a harmonic potential (solid black curves in Fig. 3 ). The extent of the curves represents the max-imum range of motion of the ions that occurs in the limit of a purely displacive excitation. A comparison of these results with the potential calculated by DFT (dotted lines, corresponding to fixed density cross-sections of the surface shown in Fig. 2) shows that for carrier densities as high as 1%, the atoms are well described as moving in a purely harmonic potential. At the highest carrier density in which we could extract a phonon frequency from the data, the calculations predict only a slight deviation from a harmonic potential. This result is reinforced by the excellent agreement between the measured and calculated frequency (which includes the anhamonic terms) as a function of carrier density (Fig. 3 inset) . Thus although anharmonicity must be present at some level, electronic softening by far dominates the determination of the phonon frequency at the high excitation densities in this and former experiments.
The present study provides one example of the potential applications and scientific applications of time-resolved structural measurements on both the atomic length and atomic time scale. Two significant technical advances enabled this study: the generation of high x-ray photon flux in a temporally short pulse from a linear accelerator source, and the ability to measure the relative x-ray and laser pulse arrival times. Standard stroboscopic measurements in the sub-picosecond time regime derive the excitation pulse and probe pulse from the same ultrafast source with the pump-probe relative delay determined by the optical path length difference.
This setup ensures synchronization between pump and probe and realizes the temporal limit set by the probe pulse duration. In experiments where the pump and probe are derived from separate sources, such as the study reported in this manuscript, synchronization is not inherent and must be actively attained. To achieve temporal resolution of the order of x-ray pulse duration, it is necessary to either synchronize the two sources to a fraction of the probe pulse duration or to measure the relative arrival time on a shot-by-shot basis. Due to sources of jitter in the linear electron accelerator that cannot be mitigated, particularly electron bunch energy fluctuations, synchronization to the level of the x-ray pulse duration is not achievable and a relative time of arrival measurement is essential for experiments that require multi-shot data acquisition.
Temporal resolution of ∼100 femtoseconds, required to observe coherent phonon motion in bismuth, was achieved by measuring the relative arrival time of the electron bunches using electro-optic sampling (EOS) (2) . Laser pulses, split from the same source used to photoexcite the bismuth film, were transported via optical fiber to the electron beam (25) . The measured electro-optic signal from the electron bunch was as short as 170 fs FWHM, and the centroid of this feature was determined to sub-20 fs precision and used as a time stamp for the relative time of arrival. The temporal jitter between the pump and probe provided random sampling of time points. X-ray data obtained from diffraction measurements were sorted into 40 fs time bins according to the time of arrival measured through EOS (see Fig. 4 ). Data within a time bin were averaged together to increase the signal-to-noise ratio. The curvature was derived from the measured phonon frequency assuming pure harmonic motion. Dotted lines are cross-sections of the DFT interatomic potential surface displayed in Fig. 2 for fixed carrier densities. The vertical scale is adjusted for clarity and the potential energy is displayed relative to the minimum of the unexcited structure. The inset displays the phonon frequency as a function of carrier density. The dotted line shows A 1g frequencies from DFT frozen phonon calculations. The starred point is the equilibrium Raman value of the . 
